The California ISO will host a web conference for its Business Practice Manual (BPM) change management meeting on June 28, 2022 to review proposed changes to business practice manuals. All Proposed Revision Requests (PRRs) and related activity is publicly available through the BPM change management site at [http://bpmcm.caiso.com/Pages/default.aspx](http://bpmcm.caiso.com/Pages/default.aspx).

**Meeting Details**
Date: Tuesday, 6/28/2022
Time: 11:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. (Pacific Time)

**Web and audio participation information:**
Step 1: join web conference
Step 2: connect to audio by selecting “computer audio” or select “call me” and enter your phone number

Audio participation only: Call 1-888-251-2949 or 215-861-0694; access code: 9205387#

Technical support: call the AT&T Help Desk at 1-301-250-7202

**Discussion items include the following PRRs in the initial stage:**
- **PRR 1442** Market Instruments BPM, Emergency PRR, Allowing for the bidding of negative pumping costs
- **PRR 1443** Reliability Requirements BPM, 2023 Availability assessment hours

**Discussion items include the following PRRs in the recommendation stage:**
- **PRR 1431** Settlements and Billing BPM, Emergency PRR, Updated CC 6046 over and under scheduling western energy imbalance market allocation to accommodate resource sufficiency evaluation enhancements phase 1
- **PRR 1432** Market Operations BPM, Addition of 15 interval threshold to regulation service minimum performance testing
- **PRR 1433** Market Operations BPM, Enforcement of aggregate capability constraints
- **PRR 1434** Market Instruments BPM, Proxy demand response resource bidding above $1000 energy bid cap
- **PRR 1435** Settlements and Billing BPM, Update configuration guide to match settlements BPM formula on virtual bid adjustment for western energy imbalance market balancing authority areas as configured
- **PRR 1436** Settlements and Billing BPM, Updated BPM configuration guide for charge code 4575 to clarify business rule 4.1 exclusions covering flexible ramping
- **PRR 1437** Settlements and Billing BPM, Updates to BPM for new settlement timeline
- **PRR 1438** Demand Response BPM, Resource sufficiency evaluation enhancements
- **PRR 1439** Market Instruments BPM, Emergency PRR, New CAISO market results interface, and open access same time information system reports for resource sufficiency evaluation and transmission service and market scheduling priorities project
- **PRR 1440** Energy Imbalance Market BPM, Emergency PRR, Enhancements to the resource sufficiency evaluation tests per the resource sufficiency evaluation enhancement phase 1 project
- **PRR 1441** Market Operation BPM, Ramp rate limitation for certain inverter-based resources